Stage „Tomorrow can wait“/„Little Häwelmann“

Height 3m

Sof tte in front of a beamer in theatres
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Minimum stage dimensions:
Stage width 4,20m, with handling 5m
Stage depth 3,30m
Stage height 3m
Either ascending rows of seats or stage platform 0.40-0.80m high
Distance stage to the rst row of chairs at least 2m, in theatres 3m
Stage platform minimal depth 5m, Width 6m
2x16A/220V sound and light separated, on the left side of the stage (in small rooms 1x16A)
Dark room! (the play is a shadow play!)
Duration „Tomorrow can wait“ approx. 60 minutes without break
Max. 450 audiences, depending on conditions. Please contact us
Duration „Little Häwelmann“ approx. 45 minutes without break, Max. 300 audiences
We bring the entire technology (light, sound, stands), but if possible, we control the hall light and front spots of
your house. For this we need your DMX cable on the right side of the stage (see from audience)
Front spots: Either 2x PC with barn doors and 2 Pro l, or 4x PC with barn doors
Helpers for unloading and loading
1 parking place at the theatre and hotel for 1 van
set up
approx. 3h-4h
set down approx. 2h
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Attention!
„Tomorrow can wait“ Smoking during the performance
„Little Häwelmann“ we use a hazer

Please contact me:
Peter Müller
theater@handgemenge.com
Tel:+491725927311

Lighting plan "Tomorrow can wait"/"Little Häwelmann"
spot positions (angle is important. Light must not fall on shadow screen! 45° to machine)
We bring our own lighting desk and sound system. Please use DMX cable on stage left.

Beamer on pipe/traverse

Depth minimum 3,30m, or more
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Overall depth at least 5m, or more

Stage with screen

At least 2,50-3m to the rst row

Rising rows of seats or
raised stage

lighting plan „Tomorrow can wait"

We bring all the technology (light, sound, stands) for our stage, but if possible, we control the hall light and
spots of your house. For this we need your DMX cable on the right side of the stage.
Required front headlights:
Either 4x PC with barn door and 2 Pro l, or 6x PC with barn door.
Helpers for unloading and loading
1 parking lot at the theatre and hotel for vans
Construction of the stage
set up approx. 3h-4h
set down approx. 2h
Attention!
Smoking during the performance
Translated with www.DeepL.com/Translator

stage

our stage
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DMX Cable

When using platforms, please use the following minimum size. Please screw the pedestals tight!

Depth 5m

Width 6m

1m

Stage construction

